


• Mowers 
·Wagons 
·Sprayers 
• Spreaders 

Proudly South African manufactured and USA imported equipment 
Over 40 different implements available. 

• Sweepers • Lawn Aerators Tel: 033 330 6247 ~ 
• Rollers • Dump Carts Fax: 033 330 8234 
• Tankers • Arena Rakes E-mail: info@quadmaster.co.za 
• Harrows • Road Sprayers Web: www.quadmaster.co za QUAD MASTER 

Turn your quad bike into a work horse! 

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS WEBSITE ? 
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Taking the agricultural market by storm 
There has been a growing interest in the 
Kubota L5040 from farmers around the 
country, especially in the Western Cape. 
This is according to Robert Keir of Smith 
Power Equipment, the distributors of Kubota 
tractors, TLBs and RTYs in South Africa. 

"The combination of a competitive price, 
parts availability, simple operation and out
standing power makes the L-Series tractors 
ideal for farmers no matter the task- from 
estate maintenance and commercial land
scaping to general farming," he says. 

Some of the salient features of the L5040, 
which delivers 38,9 kW power, include: 

Engines: Kubota are world leaders in de
signing diesel engines up to 100 HP. The 
4-cylinder turbo-charged engines fitted in 
their tractors ensure exceptional power out
put together with long life, fuel efficiency, 
and smooth and quiet operation. 

THE ULTIMATE AGRICULTURAL TRACTOR 

Braking: Very smooth and effective four
wheel braking action is automatically 
achieved in 2- or 4-wheel drive mode 
through wet-brake disc packs in the dif
ferential system. The hand brake features a 
pedal latch and conventional lever system. 

Shuttle clutch: Located under the steering 
wheel is a shuttle operating lever. When the 
lever is in the forward or reverse position, 
clutchless changes can be made on the 
move when operating implements such as 
front-end loaders or forks and rear-mount
ed forklifts. 

"These features are some of the unique 
techno logies found in Kubota tractors and 
part of the reason that it is one the fastest 
growing tractor brands in southern Africa 
and the world," he adds. 

Contact Smith Power Equipment for more 
information. Tel : 0 11 284 2000. Li: 

Simple to operate yet amazingly powerful, the L5040 is ideal 

for everything from estate maintenance chores to 

commercial landscaping and small farming. Focusing 

on both value and versatility, this tractor delivers a 

high level of productivity for an economical price. 


